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Library renos
may start soon
Photo: James Wilt

Perhaps with the new building this glass banner on the library’s doors will finally be updated
to our current status.

BAJ Visser
Staff Writer
The provincial budget released by
the Alberta government on Mar.
7 was not kind to post-secondary
institutions, with a cut of nearly
nine per cent to funding expectations.
Yet the budget is providing
some initial funding to Mount
Royal University’s long-awaited
Library and Learning Centre, to
the tune of $30-million.
“I remain cautiously optimistic
that we’ll be seeing work on the
library starting soon,” said Carol
Shepstone, Mount Royal’s university librarian.
Shepstone said she was “really
pleased” to hear the budget pro-

vided support for the six-year-old
capital proposal in the province’s
2013 budget.
“It is a challenge to have
$30-million over three years,
because it’s one third of what we
had hoped for,” Shepstone noted.
The funds for the project will
be spread over three years, with
no money in the first, $10-million
in the second, and $20-million
in the third. This is far less than
the $85.5-million the university
requested for the capital project.
“We don’t know if there will be
additional funding in the fourth
year which isn’t part of that
plan,” said Shepstone, adding the
university is still evaluating how
to move forward with the project.

Weird thefts
around MRU
Bathing suits,
loads of laundry,
stop signs — oh my!
Kaity Brown
Staff Writer
Phones, iPods, purses and wallets all have something in common — they’re likely targets for
thieves. But what about bathing
suits, loads of laundry and stop
signs?
Apparently even those items
are attractive to sticky fingers,
because there has been a number of odd disappearances of personal items around Mount Royal
University.
Shauna Snow-Capparelli, a
journalism professor at MRU,
has had two bathing suits stolen from recreation over the past
few months.
“Why would somebody want
women’s bathing suits that have
been worn? It’s not like you
could go ‘Oh I like this so I’m just
going to take it,’ because it’s not
going to fit,” Snow-Capparelli

Students need space

MRU has been planning a new
library for several years now,
and surveys of the student body
repeatedly show the campus’ library as its major handicap.
In a 2007 project proposal,
Mount Royal College noted that
its library ranked 12th out of 14
small universities in Canada, and
that the university provided only
half the library floor space of the
average Canadian university.
“I think we do much better in
that category than I anticipate,”
said Sheptstone, who praised her
faculty and staff for providing
“outstanding services” despite
constraints in space and infrastructure.
“I think that students need
this new facility,” Shepstone

Budget provides first
funding for school’s
capital priority
said. “We hear it all the time in
comments from students and in
surveys.”
Comparing gate counts,
Shepstone said that the library
has been the busiest area on campus, beating out both recreation
and Wyckham House in average
numbers of daily visitors.
“We know we’re central to the
university, and to student academic life and student success,”
Shepstone said. “We know we
need more space and much better
space, suited to the kind of learning that’s happening now.”
K aylene McTavish, t he
Students’ Association of Mount
Royal University president,
agreed, noting that students currently suffer from a lack of study
spaces and computer access.

“I think Mount Royal as a university needs this,” McTavish
said. “The campus and campus
community will benefit hugely
from this.”
While McTavish said several
steps are needed before she believes construction will start, she
noted that the new infrastructure would relieve several major
issues the student body has with
campus.

Planning stage

Shepstone said the university
returned to the planning table
in January and re-engaged with
the project’s architects to confirm
the three-year old functional program.

See LIBRARY, Pg 3

Shauna Snow-Capparelli
has had two of her
bathing suits stolen from
MRU’s recreation centre
in the last six months.

said.
The first bathing suit was
hanging on the locker to dry
when it disappeared. SnowCapparelli had actually locked
the bathing suit through her
lock, yet someone managed to
take it.
“I think someone actually had
to cut it off to take it,” she said.
“Okay. One bathing suit gone,
no big deal. But then in February
I made a mistake and I actually left my bathing suit hanging
outside of the shower,” SnowCapparelli said.
When she returned first thing
the next morning, she was
surprised to find that it wasn’t
there.
Snow-Capparelli said she had
assumed the bathing suit would
be okay because she had left it
in the faculty locker room where
people can only enter if they
have a specific number key-code
to get it, and it is common to

leave your bathing suit hanging
out to dry.
Snow-Capparelli went back
to the recreation desk. “I said to
the guy, ‘Well, where are these
bathing suits going? Because
this is the second one now.’ He
said, ‘You know we’ve had a lot
of complaints of people having
their bathing suits going missing. It’s just women’s bathing
suits and we think that they are
being stolen.’”
Calvin Aubin, the facilities
supervisor at recreation, has
said they have not received any
reports about stolen or missing
bathing suits.
“There are certain times
that we have locker break-ins,”
Aubin said. “(Thieves) will come
in with lock cutters and cut the
lock right off and take things.”

See THEFT, Pg 5
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Calgary
goes
gluten-free

LIBRARY from Pg 2
“It’s been really exciting to get
back and look at what we need
and what that might be going
forward,” Shepstone said.
Shepstone revealed the initial
plan as laid out in January was
to have the next two phases, including detailed designs, ready
for the fall semester “to get out
there with the shovels in the
ground and start to build.”
When David Docherty assumed the post of MRU’s president in 2011, he announced the
new Library and Learning Centre
would be his No. 1 priority.
“He really understands the
need that the students have
and that the institution has,”
Shepstone said.

Expo to educate
about ditching gluten

Future of the library

The new library building, which
was first proposed back in 2007,
will be located in parking lot
seven, across from the Faculty of
Arts building and next to the east
residences.
The Library and Learning
Centre is planned as a four story
building, including classrooms,
offices, “interactive learning
spaces,” with a bus loop between
it and the conservatory building.
“It will be a significant new entrance and exit to the campus,”
Shepstone said. “We’ll be open
early and late, and we want convenient and safe access to both
the library and the conservatory
as well.”
Plans for the Library and
Learning Centre include it serving as a new home for MRU’s
faculty of teaching and learning,
which includes the bachelor of
education and the general education programs, as well as partnerships with Student Learning
Services and the START computer assistance program.

Interaction and
innovation

While plans for the new facility have not been finalized,
Shepstone said the plans call
for more dynamic and creative
group work and study spaces, as
well as an abundance of group
rooms with “lots of technology.”
“We want a lot more interaction,” Shepstone said. “It’s really exciting to think of this as an
incubation space for engaging
students with each other, with
information, and with their instructors.”
Shepstone said that the various library boards have taken
note of innovations featured in
the University of Calgary’s new
Taylor Family Digital Library.
While Shepstone said that
not everything from the Taylor
Family library would work at a
teaching-focused university like
Mount Royal, it does illustrate
how a new library can revitalize
teaching and learning on campus.
“I think it’s absolutely critical
for Mount Royal, or frankly for
any university, to have the right
kind of library for their students
and for their faculty,” Shepstone
said.
“Our goal here is to now give
Mount Royal the library it deserves.”

Kaity Brown
Staff Writer
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Gluten-free is gaining popularity and not just with celiacs or
those with a gluten intolerance.

Student loan
applications
on the rise
Can you borrow
enough to
make it through?
Leah Fink
Staff Writer
If your parents started putting
away money for your education
the day you were born, you probably don’t need to worry about
how you’re going to pay tuition.
A lot of students aren’t that lucky.
At Mount Royal University, the
average academic year (eight
months of school) costs around
$6,100 —— with another $1,300
needed for books and supplies.
The maximum amount you can
borrow for a provincial student
loan is $60,000.
Lynette Runions, manager of
financial aid at MRU, said that
they see around 30 to 40 per cent
of eligible students applying for
loans –– almost 4,500 students
last year alone.
Additionally, you may be living away from home, adding
around $9,345 to $11,435 — an
estimated cost, which doesn’t
include the cost of a car or parking, according to MRU’s budget
calculator.
Runions said the number of
students applying for loans seems
to be slightly on the rise. One of
the big reasons is a change to the
eligibility standards for Alberta
student loans.

When looking at a student’s
situation in regards to a loan application, the province used to
check the income of the student’s
parents and wouldn’t grant the
loan if the parental income was
too high.
Without this restriction,
Runions said a lot more students
have become eligible. However,
parental income is still needed
to apply for Canadian student
loans.
Runions explained because
there are no graduate programs
at MRU, there are not many students who reach this loan limit. If
you do, national loans are always
an option. These can last for up
to 340 weeks (over six years full
time), so both loans combined
should be able to get you through
all of your post secondary education, she added.
Even with the increases in
eligibility for loans in Alberta,
there was unfortunately a decrease in grant money. Runions
has been working with other offices in Western Canada to try
to find more grant options for
low-income students because
Canadian grants also look at parental income.
The one thing Runions cautions against is failing to stay
on top of your loan repayment.
Make sure that the loan office has
the right contact information for
you, and that you are regularly
making your payments, she said.
She warned that if you are having any problems with the payment, don’t ignore it.
If you are trying to figure out
what your education may cost
you, you can use the degree calculator at: http://www.mtroyal.
ca/Admission/MoneyMatters/
CostsofEducation/index.htm

Gluten-free living has become
one of the next big trends in
North American food culture,
said Margaret Dron, event producer of the Gluten Free Expo.
The 4th Expo demonstrates
this by making their first stop in
Calgary on March 24.
“We were receiving an enormous amount of emails from
people in Alberta asking us to
host an Expo,” said Dron. “So I
made some calls and decided it
was time to make it happen.”
The first expo was held in
January 2012 and started off as
a charity event. Dron said she
was raising food donations for
the Vancouver Food Bank and,
because of the tendency for
gluten-free products to be more
expensive, they were rarely given
as donations.
“This meant that people coming to the food bank needing assistance may have to choose between eating or getting ill if they
are gluten intolerant,” Dron said.
“That didn’t feel right to me, so
I wanted to try and make a difference.”
Consumer and manufacturer
demand grew this event into one
of the largest gluten-free events
in Canada, said Dron. Living a
gluten-free life style, however,
isn’t reserved merely for those
with celiac disease or gluten

intolerance, according to Kathy
Smart, a holistic chef involved
with the expo.
“Gluten-free eating is a healthier way of eating for everyone,”
Smart said.
“It is healthier because it is
staying away from modified
wheat products. Modified wheat
products are typically found in
processed foods. When going
gluten-free, one goes back to basics — fresh fruits, fresh vegetables, meats, seeds and legumes.
These foods are packed with nutrition.”
However, Gluten-free living
isn’t just a trend. Due to genetic
manipulation of wheat in the
1970s, celiac disease and gluten
intolerance are on the rise.
Because of the limited awareness of gluten intolerance, there
has been a smaller demand for
products, which have led to
higher costs. With the awareness
going up, Dron said she hopes to
see manufacture prices level off.
The Gluten Free Expo is open
to everyone — those already
living gluten-free or those curious about the lifestyle. Experts
will be attending to share their
knowledge and feature products
ranging from pasta, perogies,
skin care products and glutenfree spices.
“It’s basically a 60,000 square
foot gluten-free party,” said
Dron.

Reflector Publications
Society of Calgary
Special General Meeting
Tuesday, April 2, 2013, at 12:00 noon
Wyckham House Foodcourt
All credit students are members of the Reflector
Publications Society and are entitled to vote at
society meetings.

Please visit our website at

www.TheReflector.ca
for more information and details
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Your Students' Association

students’ association
of mount royal university

Gwynne Dyer
Climate Wars
Revisited:
Are We
There Yet?

Noon
Wednesday March 27, 2013
Wyckham House Main Stage
Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

Turn in your books for consignment at Copywrite.
Collect your reward payment when they sell!
We gave $190,000 back to student consigners last year.

Located in the basement of Wyckham House. Room Z007

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

samruBuzz

samruBuzz
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THEFT from Pg 2
“That’s usually when they are
looking for money.”
Residence is another place
where items often go missing.
On the RAC (Resident Activities
Council) MRU Facebook page,
a student named Stephen
Andersen was asking if anyone
had seen his load of laundry that
went missing.
“I just found some of my
clothes that were taken from me
a few weeks ago in the laundromat on the top of the free bin,
very happy I got most of it back,
but if anyone looked in there and
took a red Che shirt, a Blizzcon
2011 shirt, a few pairs of jeans,
and/or some white towels with
blue stripes, there’s a lot more
missing but these are things I
either need or that have sentimental value,” Andersen wrote.
“Back story: they were taken
from the dryer around 7 p.m. a
while back while I was watching
a movie and they weren’t anywhere in the laundromat when
I searched, I talked to security to
no avail.”
Terrance Zeniuk, manager of
security at MRU, said he’s noticed a few odd items go missing
while working for security.
There are normal thefts that
have been happening, Zeniuk
said, such as stolen laptops, the
occasional locker break-in and
stolen valuables in residence
when students forget to lock
their dorms.
Around campus, however,
Zeniuk said the most unusual
thefts lately have been stop
signs, the most recent occurring
in the past two weeks.
“Somebody took one of our
A-frame signs that said ‘No
Stopping’ from outside recreation. I don’t know what somebody would do with it other than
use it for a display or for some
kind of piece of furniture.
“People will take down stop
signs,” Zeniuk continued, noting
that a sign was taken near the
east entrance, between the new
conservatory and east residence.
“Then someone also took a
stop sign from the north entrance as well,” he said. “This
has been over a period of over
14 months. I guess people are
taking stop signs to decorate, or
maybe they could use it as a coffee table, I have no idea, but it
creates a danger until we can get
the sign replaced.”
Zeniuk advised people be cautious with their personal belongings around MRU and to keep
their eyes open.
“When people are sharing a
space with other people, they are
more vulnerable and therefore
they need to take extra precautions in terms of securing their
personal belongings,” he said.
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MRU
students
collect
over
6,000
pennies
Resident advisors
take on Free The
Children campaign

Sydney Riedel
Contributor
Mount Royal University students
contributed more than twice as
many pennies as expected to a
project aimed at developing water resources for people abroad.
The Canadian penny went out
of circulation on Feb. 4 and the
Mount Royal University residence advisors, who organized
We Create Change in December
and the early months of this year,
collected far more pennies then
they had hoped.
The goal the RAs set out to
achieve was to raise 2,500 pennies from the students living on
campus. That amount will supply
a single person with sustainable
drinking water for life.
However, the residents of MRU

SPRINGBREAKERS
JAMESFRANCO

VANESSAHUDGENS

SELENAGOMEZ

have collectively raised 6,000
pennies to be sent to third world
countries to provide citizens with
clean drinking water.
“I knew that people were interested in helping out so I extended the original date,” said Kristi
McKellar, a residence advisor at
MRU. “I never imagined we’d
collect that many pennies.”
The last Canadian penny was
made in May of 2012. Free The
Children, an international charity organization, started the
event We Create Change to soak
up some of the surplus in a useful
way, by providing 100,000 people with clean drinking water.
McKellar said she took on this
project because she has a passion
for the citizens in third world
countries.
“Women and children spend
8 to 10 hours a day walking to

collect water and that’s just way
too much time,” McKellar said.
“They have to stop going to
school and doing other things,
they can’t really have a job if
their main concern in life is walking to find clean water.”
The Royal Bank of Canada collected the pennies on Feb. 6 and
7 in containers from people participating in the event.
McKellar saw an RBC commercial on T.V. for the project and
said, “I figured, what a better
way to donate those things that
you generally just throw away
from your wallet anyways.”
McKeller said that she believes
women are capable of much given the opportunity. “I’m so glad
I can be a part of program that
can help them towards an education,” she said.

ASHLEYBENSON RACHELKORINE

A FILM BY HARMONYKORINE

★★★★
– THE GUARDIAN

“THE COOLEST FILM “ENORMOUSLY
OF THE YEAR”
ENTERTAINING”
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– CALUM MARSH, SLANT
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The Reflector, with an on- and
off-campus circulation of
10,000, is the independent
voice of the students of Mount
Royal University. It is published
fortnightly during the academic
year (Sept. to April).
The Reflector is editorially
autonomous and financially
independent for all other
governing bodies at Mount Royal
University.
The Reflector welcomes
newsworthy submissions from
all students and community
members. While the right of
editorial comment is reserved for
editors of The Reflector, opinion
pieces may be submitted as
letters to the editor, and may be
published on the editorial page as
such. The Reflector reserves the
right not to publish submissions
deemed by the Publishing Editor
to be offensive.
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Okay. One bathing suit gone,
no big deal. But then in Februrary,
I made a mistake and I actually left
my bathing suit hanging
outside of the shower.

Pg 2
#MRU TWITTERSPHERE

Budget
betrayal

”

@DemianZane: It’s official. I
refuse to read another issue of the
reflector. All it does is piss me off
and make me more cynical about
“education.” #mru
@KaylaElizabethM: I love how
empty classes get after the last
day to withdraw #mru
@jasmineanjamay: Only in

an English class would you
find the phrase “who would
shag a halfling?” in your
research and have it be
valid. #mru #fantasyfiction

@miker0driguez: I always try and
do a “quick” cup of coffee at #mru
Tim’s, but I always leave with a whole
meal cuz it’s taken me
four hours to get a cup.

Complaints arising from the
content of the paper should be
directed to the Ombudsboard.
This board has been established
as a mediator between the
Reflector Publications Society
staff and its readership.
All decisions of the Ombudsboard
are final and binding on
both parties. Letters to the
Ombudsboard must be sent in
confidence, care of the Reflector
Publications Society, to the
Reflector Publications Society
office.
Submissions and letters to the
editor should be a maximum of
500 words, typed, double-spaced,
and contain the writer’s name
and phone number. No unsigned
letters will be published. Only
in exceptional cases, at the
discretion of the Publishing
Editor, will writers’ names be
withheld. The Reflector reserves
the right to edit submissions for
brevity.

EDITORIAL

@HyruleThrasher: This last month of
#school is going to be a maniacal sprint
to the finish line. #MRU

@kendrahopaluk:

My washroom timing is
impeccably timed with the ladies
who close them for cleaning
#EVERYsingletime #MRU

Check us out online
at TheReflector.ca,
Facebook and
Twitter @ReflectThis

Which celebrity do people
say you look like?

Contents are copyright © 2013.
No material may be reproduced
without express written consent.
All opinions contained within
this paper are those of the
individual authors, and not
necessarily those of the Reflector
Publications Society. For more
information, contact The
Reflector office at:

“Dakota Fanning.
*eye roll*”

“Nobody? Steve
Buscemi.”

Heather Forsyth
English

Josh Wolf
History

“Mmm... no one.
Sadly.”

“Ke$ha, but I scoffed.”
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Wyckham House
Mount Royal University
4825 Mount Royal Gate SW
Calgary, AB T3E 6K6
All depts.: 403.440.6268
Fax: 403.440.6762
TheReflector@TheReflector.ca

Kevin Deang
English

Kirby Miller
Open Studies

“What we heard loud and clear
from our institutions and our students was that longer-term sustainable funding is extremely important to post-secondary so that
they can plan into the future.”
That’s what Greg Weadick,
then the province’s Minister
of Advanced Education and
Technology, told The Reflector just
over one year ago.
He was referring to the threeyear sustainable funding with a
two per cent increase every year
that was promised to Alberta’s
post-secondary institutions in
2012.
The new budget, released on
March 7, not only reneges on that
promise, it cuts post-secondary
funding by a further 6.8 per cent,
leaving universities with almost
nine per cent less than expected.
They also promised $18-million
for a grant program to help aboriginal and rural students. That’s not
happening now either.
Mount Royal University expected to receive $85.5-million for the
new library we’ve been needing for
years. The library is likely still going to happen, but with $55.5-million less than we were promised.
Funny how they were hearing us
“loud and clear” before the election, but now the Government of
Alberta appears to have developed
some acute hearing and memory
loss.
“The budget is firm now for
three years,” Weadick said in 2012.
“Schools know what they’re going
to get, and they can build from
that.”
Not so much, actually. The promises made by the Conservatives
in last year’s pre-election budget
were definitely met with some
skepticism at the time.
A Wildrose Party release called it
an “Alison in Wonderland” budget
with revenue predictions that are
“nothing short of fiction and given
the world debt crisis, incredibly irresponsible.”
The Liberals accused the PCs of
hiding behind a “coward’s budget,”
and called for today’s bills to be
paid with today’s taxes rather than
“stealing from future generations.”
Yeah. About that.
The Conservatives did manage
to keep at least one promise: there
will be no new or increased taxes.
Unfortunately, that means the
province will be borrowing billions
to make ends meet.
Weadick ended the 2012 interview with the self-congratulatory
question, “Wouldn’t that be a
positive thing in this province if
we could see more of our students
transitioning from high school going to our post-secondaries?”
It would indeed, Greg. Too bad
the new budget has already caused
MRU to drop 320 student slots
from the enrolment list.
Comments? Visit thereflector.ca
or in person at our
office in the basement
of Wyckham House.

features

Features Editor
Samara Hawkins
featureseditor@thereflector.ca

Dogs
in the
hall
MRU ideal classroom
for service dogs
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Alyssa Smith
Staff Writer
There’s something magically
healing about squealing over an
adorable, fuzzy animal.
Arguably, it’s the reason it’s so
easy to lose hours of homework
time to the Interwebs. But, just
imagine the high-pitched noises
you’d make actually being in a
room with about ten retriever
puppies.
The creme de la creme of cuteness meets every Thursday in a
church basement in Renfrew —
welcome to puppy school.
Pacific Assistance Dog Society
(PADS) is a Canadian non-profit
organization that aims to provide
physically disabled or hearing
impaired individuals with a “new
leash on life,” according to the

Society’s website, www.pads.ca.
The Alberta-based organization, Dogs With Wings, also
trains and pairs service dogs with
Albertans with disabilities.
In order to do this job, PADS
volunteer puppy-sitter Lauren
Deklerk said the puppies need
to be ready for anything.
“You want to make them
bomb-proof using as much
stimulation as possible,” she explained.
The crowds and sensory overload in public places — like
Mount Royal University — make
them prime training grounds for
working pups.
Even their regular Thursday
training sessions are rife with
distraction.
For most puppies, a bagful of
treats hitting the floor would
spur a feeding frenzy so wig-

gly, so chaotic, the owner is just
left, well, holding the bag. Not
at puppy school though, these
students are no ordinary bunch.
Not one pup so much as
twitched a nose at the surprise
feast. Pretty impressive, but it’s
what these dogs are trained to
do.
Field trips are an integral part
of the training regimen. A recent
trip to Bass Pro Shops Outdoor
World in Balzac had the class
practice walking past the loud
noises of the firing range, standing on a glass-bottom elevator,
and the ultimate test: ignoring
the mouth-watering beef jerky
display.
These pups aren’t always working; they’re still kids and teenagers in the dog world.
Deklerk said 18-month-old
Collette understands the distinc-

Keep calm and
play with a
puppy

“Woof,
woof!”
Brass:
Along with volunteer trainer
and MRU history student Miranda Turenne, Brass helped
trail-blaze MRU for service
dogs.

Blaise:
No stranger to Mount
Royal, four-going-on-fivemonth-old Blaise regularly
attends classes with her
trainer Carmen Kinas, an
MRU education student.
Blaise takes her job as a
retriever seriously, according to Kinas, who said the
pup loves water so much
she almost jumped right in
with the fish while on a trip
to the Devonian Gardens.

tion.
“The difference between having her vest on and off is amazing. Her vest goes on and she
knows she’s working; as soon as
it comes off she just wiggles.”
Latitude — named for the
Jimmy Buffet song, “Changes in
Latitudes, Changes in Attitudes”
— is a mature 19-month-old yellow Labrador retriever who will
graduate from the program later
this year.
MRU history student Kayla
C av a n a u g h h a s fo s te re d
Latitude, or “Latty,” since he was
two months old.
She said his ability to sit
through her classes is impressive
— and the students in her classes
really like having the yellow lab
around.
If you see Latitude wearing his
yellow vest in MRU’s hallways, it

Latitude:
You’ve probably seen this
handsome mug in the halls
at MRU with his trainer,
Kayla Cavanaugh. Described
as the “poster child” for
PADS, this pup is quite the
globetrotter, travelling to
raise awareness for the organization.

Linus:
Eager to learn, Linus
stayed for both puppy
school classes. But, like
any busy student, sometimes a productivity nap is
just irresistible.

Collette:
At 18 months, Collette is
almost ready to graduate
to puppy university — more
specialized training in
Richmond, BC — then she’ll
be ready to lend a helping
paw to someone in need.
Photos: Alyssa Smith

Alyssa Smith
Staff Writer
If you like animals and are lucky
enough to not have allergies,
spending time with a dog is a
proven way to de-stress.
Service dogs are typically
paired with people with physical
or mental disabilities to improve
their quality of life, but this isn’t
the only situation where the
power of a pet to help you relax
is helpful.
An article published by the
Clinical Social Work Journal in
March sought to discover the potential social benefits of spending
time with a pet.
“There is now convincing scientific evidence that companion
animals have positive effects on
psychological and physical wellbeing, helping shape how people

means he’s working.
The PADS website asks the
public to respect the dogs’ training and to never give the dogs
a command, touch them without asking, or feed them while
they’re working.
They also ask people be respectful of the volunteer’s time
— having a puppy in public
makes you a popular person and
sometimes they just don’t have
time for you to coo over the adorable, wagging, wriggling ball of
cute they’re walking with.
But, if you find yourself starting to resemble the gnarled
face of the evil end-of-semester
stress monster, get your butt off
the Internet and down to puppy
school on Thursday nights — a
puppy’s healing power of cute is
much more potent in person.

regulate their emotions, deal
with stress or trauma, and relate
to others.”
In light of this evidence, the
authors recommended all social
workers be educated about how
pets can help their clients.
Universities are even using
playful pups to help anxiety-burdened students take a breather.
Last December, Dalhousie
University in Halifax created a
puppy room for its students to
help them cope with papers and
finals, as previously reported in
The Reflector.
Dal’ isn’t the only university
utilizing puppies to help their students. The University of Ottawa
has brought in puppies for students to play with, too.
“Just petting a dog will decrease your blood pressure and
relieve anxiety. You can be affectionate with them and they’ll
be affectionate back. They love
attention,” University of Ottawa
student Audrey Giles told the
Toronto Star.
Maybe it’s time for Mount
Royal to consider providing puppy therapy — The Reflector certainly thinks so.
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Who’s that
hottie
over there?
Why are we attracted to
some, but not others?
Albina Khouzina
Staff Writer

Photo: ©iStockPhoto/Russell Tate

“We tend to like more people who like us, so reciprocity is important. We’re attracted to
people who look like they would be receptive to our attempts to get closer to them”
— Dr. Susan Boon

Real Skills Real Results

REAL
EXPERIENCE

at Calaway Park
Beat the rush and get your perfect
summer job today! Exciting
opportunities available in all
departments!
• Gain Practical Experience
• Fun Flexible Environment
• Free Transportation
• Scholarship Opportunities

Apply online at Calawaypark.com

Finding “the one” is what many
people want more than anything,
but many have problems meeting
that perfect person.
Chemistry, attraction, pheromones — how does it all work?
Why do we like some better than
others?
Attraction can be one of the
trickiest things to figure out, yet
it’s one of the most important
things when we are looking for
that significant other. Without
attraction there can be no love.
Seductive glances across the
room, or love at first sight, is the
cliché but there is a lot more that
goes on to make you like one person over another.
Scientists have pondered what
makes us like one each other,
and while there are evolutionary guesses, the majority is still
unknown.
Helen Fisher is a biological anthropologist who is best known as
a scientist who studies love, and
has previously said that the human body is such a finely tuned
attraction-seeking machine, it
takes only one second to intuitively decide whether someone’s
physically hot or not.
It takes less than seven seconds
to know if you’re into someone.
The body reacts instantly when
you meet someone you like. The
pupils dilate and the eyebrows
will rise when meeting a new
person, all without even noticing.
With all the research that has
been done on attraction, one
theme seems to be agreed upon
the most: we like people who are
familiar to us. We like people who
are similar to ourselves, people
with similar backgrounds, are
near to us, and even those who
have similar features and who
look like ourselves.
Susan Boon, an associate
psychology professor at the
University of Calgary, echoed that
statement.
“We tend to like more people
who like us, so reciprocity is important. We’re attracted to people
who look like they would be receptive to our attempts to get closer to them,” Boon said, meaning
that we also like people who like
us back.
When looking at attraction, we
often think of physical appearance and reproductive biology as
a genetic magnetism that has to
do with fertility and providing for
offspring.
The draw for men would be an
hourglass body in a woman, signifying better chances of being
fertile and popping out babies.
According to Ronald Riggio,

a researcher from Claremont
McKenna College in California,
for women, the biggest appeal
would be men with higher testosterone levels, which is translated
into men who are taller, have
wider shoulders and wider jaws.
Riggio has studied which body
shapes are most attractive to the
opposite sex.
There are a lot of studies that
have been done to prove that
femininity and masculinity indeed are the reason for attraction, but is that really the case? Is
baby-making the only reason we
like someone?
Maki Motapanyane, an associate professor of women’s studies
at MRU, explained that we also
have to take our world’s social dynamics into consideration when
thinking about attraction.
The idea of familiarity seems
to be widely agreed upon, but
Motapanyane said that isn’t always the case, and that there can
be different aspects of our social
world that can influence our likes
and dislikes about others.
“We have a lot of examples of
people being extremely attracted
to something very different from
them,” Motapanyane said, referring to the idea of “opposites attract.”
We can look to science to explain why we like someone, why
we are attracted to them and not
someone else — but in our world
there are other things that are influencing factors, and we are not
just animals looking to mate.
“We can look to biological explanations for things, that’s one
way to do it, but we can also try
to pay attention to the social and
political dynamics that frame attraction,” Motapanyane said.
“It’s about looking to the social
and noticing the exceptions.”
There may be evolutionary theories that state what it is what attracts us to one another, but those
studies only look at the physical
and not at the huge social world
that we live in.
Hormone levels are not the only
thing that people find attractive,
and there are lots of other influences that change the way we
view attraction and love.
So, if you have yet to make
sparks fly with “the one,” make
sure you’re keeping an open mind
when you’re out there searching.
It’s usually not like being struck
down by a bolt of lightning the
second you see them, but something that stems from familiarity,
social factors and, yes, some raging hormones.
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Start with a finger
and go slow
When massaging the
prostate, don’t just
jam things in there

Lindsay Douglas
Sex Columnist

Have patience.
Figure out
what feels best.
If it doesn’t feel
amazing right away,
don’t get frustrated,
but if you just
can’t enjoy it
no matter what,
that’s okay.
This isn’t
for everyone.

Photo courtesy: Twitter.com/@Grawly

Yes, boys and girls, this is the x-ray photo that twitter user Grawly posted of a vibrator
stuck up his butthole.

Some of you may have read the
hilarious story of the man who
got a vibrating dildo stuck up in
his rectum and live-tweeted the
subsequent trip to the hospital
— going as far as to post an
x-ray — dildo and all.
When one of his followers
asked him why he had stuck a
vibrating dildo up his butt he
replied unapologetically, “Have
you ever stuck anything up your
butt? If you hit the right spot, it’s
fantastic.”
He’s referring to hitting the
prostate, sometimes known as
the male G-spot. When pleasured just right, it leads to a
mind-blowing orgasm.
I’ll unfortunately never be able
to experience this orgasm, due
to lack of prostate. But perhaps
I can help some of our prostatehaving readers get acquainted
with their dirt star and their
male G-spot.
I recommend trying out some
solo techniques first before you
bring another person to the prostate party. The chocolate starfish
area is still often seen as a taboo
area sex-wise, understandably.
The main purpose of your rectal area isn’t exactly sexually appealing (unless you’re one kinky
motherfucker), but let’s keep an
open mind here. Plenty of people
love butt play and one of those
people could be you.
If you’re super uncomfortable
with the idea of sticking anything (including your own fingers) in your ass, try this instead:
when masturbating — once you
feel like you’re right about to
cum — rhythmically press on
your taint (the area between
your balls and your asshole).
If you hit the right place/rub
it the right way you can stimulate the prostate and it can kick
your orgasm up a notch. This is
a matter of luck though, because
it won’t always work. If you succeed, you’ll get an idea of what
a prostate orgasm is all about
and maybe be more willing to
do some ass exploring.
A big part of this is being relaxed. Have a nice hot shower or
bath beforehand. Maybe wait ‘til
you’re alone in the house so you
aren’t interrupted.
Now get on your back and
kick your legs up against a wall.
It’s time for some self-love. Try
and get in a position where you
have easy ass access and you’re

comfortable. A bed would make
sense. Putting a pillow under
your bum might help you get
comfier and give you better
reach as well.
Massage the area around your
anus with your index finger,
moving closer towards it as you
get more comfortable. Apply
more pressure as you go. When
you’re ready, apply some lube
to your index finger and slowly
enter.
The prostate is a small chestnut-sized bump located roughly
two inches inward. Every guy is
different in terms of what will
get him off, so do what feels best
for you. It might be gentle thrusting; it might be a constant pressure against the prostate.
Give it some time to figure out
what feels best. Don’t get frustrated if it doesn’t feel amazing
right away, but if you just aren’t
enjoying it no matter what, that’s
okay, this isn’t for everyone.
It’s good to start off with just a
finger (or two), but a toy might
be more your style. Be careful
not to get anything stuck up
there.
There are many sex toys made
purely for stimulating the prostate, so give it a Google or visit
your local sex shop. Remember,
silicone is the way to go. Many
are hands-free so you can service
your penis while getting prostate
pleasure.
Or, if your partner is up for it,
they could give you oral while
simultaneously stimulating your
prostate. A butt plug could also
be used during other sexual activity. If you’re into dudes, getting fucked in the ass will almost
certainly hit that G-spot.
And let’s not forget the stilltaboo act of pegging, which is
when a woman penetrates a man
with a strap-on.
This isn’t something everyone
is going to be down for, but if
you’re into it, talk to your partner. If you’re an amateur to anal
play you might want to build up
to it through other anal stimulation before you jump right into
getting pegged.
If your partner is uncomfortable with pegging, starting with
a finger might make them more
at ease than just handing them a
strap-on and saying, “How about
it?”
There are many possibilities
for experiencing the prostrate
orgasm. I know butthole stuff
makes a lot of guys feel uncomfortable (particularly straight
guys).
But if you can get past the awkward stage you have a lifetime of
intense orgasms to look forward
to. Have fun with your ass!
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Michael
Shermer
speaks at
U of C
Famed skeptic lauds
progress but sacrifices
environmental concerns
Photo courtesy: flickr.com/pixbymaia

James Wilt
Faith Columnist
It’s not too often that Calgarians
are granted the chance to see a
famed skeptic speak. It’s perhaps
a once-a-year occurrence; Sam
Harris was the latest thinker to
drop by, but tickets were a staggering $500 each.
That trend’s beginning to
change thanks to the committed
work of the local chapter of the
Centre for Inquiry (CFI).
The charity, locally led
by Nate Phelps, the son of
Westboro Baptist Church leader
Fred Phelps, brought Michael
Shermer to Calgary on March
15. It’s really quite a feat for the
CFI: Shermer’s the editor-in-chief

of Skeptic magazine, the founder
of The Skeptics Society and a
Scientific American columnist.
His hour-long talk, given to a
packed lecture hall at the U of C,
addressed the roots of morality (a
combination of evolution and socialization), fundamental moral
principles (kinship and reciprocity), the need for a rights-based
morality (which he termed the
“ask first principle”) and the way
in which global prosperity has
resulted from secular liberalism
that emphasizes democracy, private property and universal human rights.
Shermer is very certain that
the Age of Enlightenment has
been a roaring success, which is
a common belief among skeptics.
The secularization of society
— marked by mainstream institutional divorces from the concept
of “divine rule,” and the relative
division between church and
state — has resulted in discoveries and innovations that have

greatly improved quality of life
for many people.
Accompanying that growing
emphasis on rational forms of
knowledge has been an explosion
in inclusive morality. Although
concepts of fundamental human
and non-human animal rights
have been kicking around for
centuries, it’s really been in the
post-WWII period that the world
has seen feminism, LGBTQ rights,
civil rights, animal rights and disability rights taken seriously in
the political realm.
That, Shermer says, is a result
of the moral arc of science. To be
clear, “science” is a worldview
that values “reason, empiricism
and rationality” — it’s not just lab
coats and beakers.
As overall quality of life has improved, conceptions of morality
have broadened to include more
people, non-human animals and
the biosphere. Think of Maslow’s
“hierarchy of needs” model, except for morality.

Inclusive morality
is a result of the
moral arc of science.
To be clear, “science” is a
worldview that
values “reason,
empiricism and
rationality” — not just
lab coats and beakers.

All of that is bang on — I’m
glad that the CFI was able to
bring in Shermer, who is clearly
skilled at articulating that message in a concise and entertaining manner. It’s not new or overly
complex, but it’s important.
But it wasn’t a perfect thesis.
There seemed to a glaring flaw
that the entire presentation was
predicated on; Shermer’s not the
only adherent to it, with many
skeptics and religious folk alike
buying into it.
It’s the notion of anthropocentric progress being inherently good. Economic growth,
as measured broadly by GDP or
more specifically by purchases
of luxury goods in “developing”
countries, is fundamental to this
worldview. It supposes that increased profits — whether the
industry is oil extraction, assembling toothbrushes or selling life
insurance — is highly preferable,
as it “lifts all boats.”
But that view is disturbingly

problematic, and it’s disappointing that someone as intelligent as
Shermer can’t connect the dots.
The global economy is founded
upon cheap energy, accessible
natural resources and plentiful
water. But all of those so-called
“intangible assets” are becoming
increasingly threatened, especially with rising consumption
from countries such as China and
India. Our biosphere is under attack in the name of “growth.”
There aren’t any easy answers
to curbing our maniacal exploitation of the life that we share
this rock with, but the blind infatuation with “progress” that
Shermer and some other skeptics
possess doesn’t help.
It ultimately offers nothing better than what religious conservatives spout.
Calgary’s CFI is hosting an annual river and pathway clean up
on May 5. To me, that’s a much
more helpful and progress-oriented approach to secularism.
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Arts Editor
Nathan Ross
artseditor@thereflector.ca

Out
with
the old
(mostly)

2 of 3
I-wing murals
getting makeover
Becca Paterson
Staff Writer
Earlier in the year, The Reflector
lamented how little art we have
here at MRU. However, one of
the bright (if not the brightest)
spots is the I-wing mural.
Most students who wander
through the I-wing notice the
three painted murals along the
way. Yet, most don’t know much
about them, like who painted
them or why.
“(The mural is) one of those

The mural-to-be is
already
showing signs
of how
beautiful it
will be
once completed.

Photo: Nathan Ross

things that’s known around the
school,” said Samantha Robb,
a second-year technical theatre
student. “Nobody really knows
much about our program, so
people are like, ‘What are you
guys doing this for?’ It opens up
conversations about that.”
The mural is painted every
year along the walls in the I-wing
by second-year MRU students
who are enrolled in the Scenic
Painting class, led by Angela
Rees.
The scene to be painted is chosen each year by Rees, and each
scene incorporates different
techniques required of scenic
painting, such as the marbling
seen in the current mural.
So what is the mural this year?
Despite bets it was going to be
a wave scene - or the most popular vote, a disco - the theme of
this year’s mural is a chess scene

at night.
Robb, who is one of the students working on the mural, said
this is the first public mural the
technical theatre students get to
do. They work on a smaller one
in class, but it gets painted over
quickly, unlike the hall mural.
“It’s fun to have a lasting image
for a few years,” Robb added.
“The thing is,” Robb continued, “When we’re working on
it, people come walking by and
they say, ‘Oh! This again! I’m so
excited!’ and faculty will (say),
‘What are you going to make this
year?’ So, that gets us out there
a little bit.
“We really want to be able to
do it elsewhere, but for now it’s
just I-wing. Someday it would be
nice if they would let us do more
around the school.”
It is unfortunate they are limited to the I-wing, as this is a dis-

play of some of beautiful student
art, and it is in one of the leasttravelled wings for students.
However, it brings life to what
would otherwise be a drab, boring-looking section of the school.
Technical theatre students usually get their best work displayed
during the productions that go
up at the school with the theatre
department, but those are only
seen by people who attend the
show and are quickly scrapped
at the completion of a run.
Normally, the Scenic Painting
class alternates through three
designated walls in the I-Wing
on which to paint their mural,
however that number has recently been dropped to two.
The wall currently depicting the
Elgin Marbles has been declared
off-limits to paint over.
“The school really likes it,”
Robb said. “I’m not sure who,

Painted
two years ago
by tech grads,
this mural’s
condition
is good
enough
that the
university
will leave it
alone.

but they said ‘Don’t paint over it
because it’s really pretty.’”

Photo: Nathan Ross

HOT L

SPOTS

ocal talent and
heartthrob Michael
Bernard Fitzgerald
will be celebrating his
birthday in extravagant
style. Make sure you’re
at Mac Hall on March 23
to wish Michael a happy
birthday.

C

anadian indie
mainstays Stars
and Said The
Whale are teaming up for
a cross-country tour that
is sure to attract fans
of all ages. Catch them
March 30 at Mac Hall.

T

heatre Calgary
is showing the
hilarious God of
Carnage from now until
April 7 at the Max Bell
theatre. Don’t let the
name intimidate you, this
is an enthralling show
you won’t want to miss.

F

inally, Bon Jovi is
back “Because We
Can.” This is not
only a bold statement,
but the name of their
tour. Purchase tickets
while you can for the
April 2 show at the
Saddledome.
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ROSS’
RANTS

Video game
sin tax is the latest
idea to curb gun violence

Nathan Ross
Arts Editor

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE
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We are the only MRU
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more than just
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Nathan Ross
Arts Editor
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covered at Brentwood
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100%
70%
70%

Exams, first cleanings
and fillings
Root canals
Additional cleanings

We extract wisdom teeth
in our office
Ask about our whitening program.

NO NEED TO PAY UP
FRONT FOR COVERED
SERVICES

We bill student’s
insurance directly
We directly bill most insurance
companies even if you’re not
covered by SAMRU’s student
insurance plan
Conveniently located in the
Brentwood Village Mall close to the Brentwood and University C-Train Stations
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3630 Brentwood Road NW 403-210-5050

In some the biggest news
out of America in March, the
United States Judiciary Senate
Committee approved an assault
weapons ban.
This was in response to the
number of deaths caused by
these wielding those weapons,
and while the proposal isn’t expected to hold up in Senate, it is
a big step forward. The reason
that so much attention has been
given to this is because of the
tragic Sandy Hook Elementary
shooting.
Since then, the debate over assault weapons has raged across
North America, but nowhere
harder than the USA.
When the National Rif le
Association (NRA) had their say
in this matter, they didn’t blame
guns. They blamed, among other
things, Mortal Kombat and other
violent video games for creating
these environments that are desensitizing children to violence
and shaping them into the killers
of tomorrow.
President Obama is - at least,
currently - entertaining the notion that video games might
share some of the responsibility,
and since the Sandy Hook shooting has set up a research team to
study the actual effect that video
games have. Those results are
currently unavailable, as the testing has not yet been completed.
However, some states have
heard all they need to, and a “sin
tax” on the video games in question is being seriously proposed
right now.
Connecticut (as in, home to
Newtown where the Sandy Hook
shooting occurred) state representative Debralee Hovey has
already proposed a 10 per cent
sin tax on all video games with
a violent nature, tackling games
with an AO or M Entertainment
Software Rating Board (ESRB)
rating, which stand for “adultonly” and “mature” respectively.
The money collected from the
sin tax would go to Connecticut’s
Department of Mental Health
and Addiction Services “to educate families on the warning
signs of video game addiction
and anti-social behavior,” according to Hovey.
Hovey isn’t the first one to
try and put forward a sin tax
on video games. Missouri Rep.
Diane Franklin already got the
ball rolling on this about two
months prior.
While her proposal suggested only at a one per cent “surcharge” (a fancy name for a sin
tax), it covered a lot more games.
Any game with a T (for Teen)
ESRB rating or above would be
subject to the surcharge. The
reason was to protect the mental health of any individuals exposed to these games.
The games can be classified
as a “sin” because so few games

have a rating of Mature or Adult
Only. There have only ever been
21 games with the AO rating, and
out of that only two have been
for console gaming.
Nintendo, Sony and Microsoft
all have policies against publishing games with such content, as
they know it can be disturbing if
it finds its way into the hands of
someone who isn’t ready to handle that kind of content.
As far as games go, only about
five per cent of games made per
year even have the mature rating. Games with a T ranking account for roughly 20 per cent of
all games, but even those three
genres combined don’t equate to
the majority of games made.
This is why they are now being
treated as if they were the eighth
deadly sin, somewhere between
gluttony and greed (which, for
some reason, aren’t getting their
own taxes).
Is it wrong for these laws to be
proposed before any conclusive
research is made? Absolutely.
These are reactionary laws, that
will look foolish if the research
comes back as saying that video
games aren’t the reason the NRA
looks so bad (spoiler alert: it’s
because they don’t want themselves to be associated with the
millions of gun-related deaths in
the USA alone).
When Obama first announced
that the relation of video games
to gun violence was going to be
researched, I was in favour of
that.
Believing so firmly that it was
a desperate grab at something, I
was confident that the research
would hold up what I think to
be true: that video games are
becoming the new scapegoat for
both ignoring the state of many
mentally ill people and refusing to ever call an act like the
Newtown shooting homegrown
terrorism, which it was.
Gamers have been up in arms
over this, as even though there
are so few games made that
would fall under any sin tax,
these are some of the most commonly bought games outside
of the sports genre, and they
don’t feel like games such as
The Legend of Zelda or Uncharted
should fall under these reactionary laws, much less Mortal
Kombat.
Most of them will get more upset that they’ll have to pay more
for Grand Theft Auto than they
will get persuaded into gun violence by the game itself.
These laws are targeting a minority, as so often sin taxes do.
If we start taxing video games,
do we start taxing anyone who
wants to pay for HBO? Viewers
already pay extra for HBO as they
pay for their video games, but a
lot of content shown on that and
other premium entertainment
services could arguably be just
as impactful.
Maybe one day America will
actually take the time to get
down to solving the gun war that
is incessantly running, and start
setting precedents that we can all
get behind.
Until then, I can only hope that
laws like the video game sin tax
don’t find its way to where I call
home.
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“I think
Mount Royal University
is ideally set up
for creative writing.”

Will Ferguson stars
during time at MRU
Author discussed latest novel
and dished publishing secrets
Becca Paterson
Staff Writer
For a man who made a living
off of novels like Why I Hate
Canadians, Will Ferguson was
sure a treat to Mount Royal
University students in March.
Creative writing students at
MRU once again got to benefit
from the guidance of a distinguished author under the writer-in-residence program on Mar.
12-14.
Ferguson is known throughout Canada and beyond for his
elegant use of humour to tell a
story, and is the award-winning
author of How to be Canadian,
I Was a Teenage Katima-Victim,
and most recently, recipient of
the prestigious Giller Prize, 419.
“(It’s) crucial, I think,” said
Ferguson of the writer-in-residence program. “It connects
students of creative writing to
the business world of publishing
and authors. It’s a way to bring
them together.
“ I t h i n k M o u n t Roy a l
University is ideally set up for
creative writing,” he noted.
“It’s a small-class-size, intimate,
workshop atmosphere. The creative writing instructors are very,
very good. They have a nice balance of practical and artistic. So
I think this is a really good place
to study creative writing.”
During his short, three-day
visit at Mount Royal, Ferguson
gave a public reading and discussion — for which the free tickets
sold out in only 25 hours — and
a round-table discussion that focused on the more professional
side of publishing.

The reading saw an audience
captivated in laughter for the
entirety of the event, between
his hilarious tales of his roots in
travelling and his journey from
travel writing to writing fiction.
Though he became well known
for his Quixote-style humour,
Ferguson mostly discussed his
latest novel, 419.
419 is very different than his
previous works of satire, but
Ferguson talked a lot about how
there are many parallel themes
that can be found not only in his
writing, but in all writing with
any genre.
The discussion on publishing
was much more intimate, attended in majority by students
curious about the largely unknown secrets of breaking into
the publishing world.
Ferguson also had a full schedule of visiting class after class,
sharing insight into the world
of professional writing through
the same method that made him
so loved by his readers — pure
story-telling.
“I was worried,” Ferguson
joked, “because I thought I was
going to come in, because with
these young’uns on Twitter or
something — they’d all be on
their iPods — ignoring me. But
the students were great, the
classes were fun.”
“I’ve enjoyed it,” he said, “kind
of spending a week as a part of
Mount Royal.”
Ferguson left a lot of students
teeming with excitement that
should hold them over to the
next year, when MRU will hopefully bring in an equally talented
writer to help the development
of its students.

Mount Royal’s writer-in-residence program was another
success, this time bringing in Will Ferguson to teach and
enlighten students.

Photo courtesy: Penguin Publishing House
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Give yourself
over to
absolute pleasure
MRU takes on the
Rocky Horror Show
Nathan Ross
Arts Editor
After changing the traditions
with their performance of
Hamlet, the theatre program at
Mount Royal is taking on a show
where rituals are sacred.
Break out the fishnets, and
arm yourself with toast, because
The Rocky Horror Show is coming
to MRU.
They are breaking the bank
with this production, and going
all out. The theatre department
is spending more on this show
than any show since before the
turn of the millennium.
Zakk MacDonald, a secondyear student in the theatre program, is playing the role of the
Narrator, and is very excited to
be taking part in the production.
“It’s a rock-and-roll musical, so
it’s going to be super fun. Also,
there’s sex, it’s totally ridiculous

and just an over-the-top show
that’s a lot of fun,” MacDonald
said.
The show will run from March
28 to April 6, and will be featuring two midnight shows on
March 30 and April 6 as it closes
out the performance.
As with Hamlet, MRU will be
adding some creative twists to
make the run of the show their
own, while still keeping most
of the unique habits many have
come to expect with Rocky
Horror.
“A lot of the stuff is the classic stuff such as yelling back at
the actors, but we’re switching
some things up where some of
the Transylvanians will be spraying the audience to create rain,”
MacDonald said.
“Also, another twist will be
that instead of people throwing
cards at Frank-N-Furter, Frank-NFurter will be the one throwing
cards.”

Photo: Nathan Ross

When taking on Rocky Horror,
it’s important to know that this
is a cherished and sacred work,
which is why the cast knows that
there will be risks no matter how
they do.
“It’s exciting, but also really
nervous at the same time. The
shows are going to be filled with
the Rocky Horror enthusiasts.
They’re going to be filled with
crazy people. Sometimes, you’re
going to get crazies and you’re
going to have to control them.
They’ll just shout ‘Boring!’ if they
don’t like it. It’ll be a challenger
but it’ll be a good experience.”
Tickets are a little pricy for
this Mount Royal performance,
as they are $20 - double the
usual price of tickets for MRU
theatre productions. However,
those involved with the show
are confident that once viewers
leave they’ll feel more than content with the money paid to see
their art.

“It’s exciting,
but also really nervous
at the same time.
The shows are going
to be filled with the
Rocky Horror enthusiasts.
They’re going
to be filled
with crazy people.”
The show is expected to sell
out, so make sure you get your
tickets when you can. Call the
Mount Royal Conservatory right
away, as it is unlikely that these
tickets will make it to the door.

Stand up against cuts to your education!
Cuts to post-secondary institutions in the last provincial
budget will hurt your post-secondary education:
• larger classes and fewer options
• lay-offs
• less time with your professors
Less funding for post-secondaries in the budget puts pressure
on institutions to raise tuition, making university more
expensive.
Alberta’s New Democrat Opposition believes that no Albertan should be
prevented from continuing their education because they don’t have the money
now or can’t face a future of debt.
When young Albertans get the skills they need, we’re all richer – our province,
our communities and our families.
For more information, call 780-415-1800 or e-mail nd@assembly.ab.ca
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Foxygen
We Are the
21st Century
Ambassadors of
Peace & Magic
JAGJAGUWAR
Score: A+
Enter into sweet psychedelia
with Foxygen’s second album.
It’s like Sam France, half of
Foxygen, materialized through
a time-space continuum,
grabbed your hand, and stated
“Don’t ask questions, we need
you to come.” And you decide
to follow into that luminous
vortex, because his voice is so
fitting and welcoming, yet also
inspiring and preachy. When
you emerge through the vortex
you are standing in California
in the 60s - the place where

Photo courtesy: flickr.com/LouLG

Imagine Dragons are all too aware of their overnight success label, so they play their hearts
out at show to endear themselves to fans.

Imagine
Dragons
give it their all
Calgary debut goes well
for Las Vegas rockers
Graham Duncan
Contributor
For a band that is the picture
perfect definition of an overnight success, Imagine Dragons
certainly play like they’ve been
doing this for years.
Rocking out at Mac Hall on
Mar. 12, the band from Las
Vegas played a sold-out show for
Calgary, and rewarded the city
with an intense show for filling
the venue.
It was nice to see Calgary respond with such a warm welcome for the band, seeing as how
we have waited a long time for
their live debut here. They were
certainly worth the wait.
Maybe it’s because they spent
so many years playing any show
they could that Imagine Dragons
doesn’t feel too inexperienced,
despite being rookies on the
touring front.
As a band they are capitalizing
on their efforts, which is nice as
Imagine Dragons maybe have
the knock on them that there are
better bands out there right now

that haven’t been as successful.
While their music is enjoyable,
it does have a lot of repetitive
themes which could easily bore
a casual fan away from listening
to their albums.
However, to compensate for
this, the band gives beyond 110
per cent in energy and fan interactions at their shows, as if
they know that they have to play
as hard as they can to keep the
crowd into it. Everyone at Mac
Hall didn’t seem to mind, as they
gave the band the same energy
right back.
They opened with a loud exclamation of a song in “Round and
Round,” which was heavy on the
percussion. This set the stage for
an in-your-face show that rarely
lifted its foot off the gas petal.
If it hadn’t have been for that
enthusiasm, the show would
have climaxed way too soon,
leaving a lot of fans checking
their watches and strolling out
early.
The band proclaimed their
love for Calgary, and promised
to be back soon. Obviously, they
were referring to their May 24

date, which will be at the BMO
Centre. Imagine Dragons had
the feel of an arena band, so it
makes sense that they have already booked for larger venues.
However, anyone who was
at the Mac Hall show can likely
cross the second show off their
list. It is difficult to imagine that
Imagine Dragons will be adding
much to their repertoire in that
time, and their live show is fun
once, but it will probably lose a
lot of its appeal during an encore
performance.
Still, for a one night show in
the midst of one of the harsher
points in Calgary’s winter, this
was a full, electric night to give
patrons enough of a feel good
buzz to at least last until the
weekend. It will be interesting to
see Imagine Dragons in a couple
years to see if they deviate from
what they know works, but until then, they’ll keep doing their
thing from city to city.
If the band is able to keep up
the intensity, then it shouldn’t be
a problem for them at all.

the band seems to draw most
of their inspiration. Jonathan
Rado, the other member,
is keeping you constantly
in-check to make sure you
are ingesting the amazing
experience but not tripping
over the edge. The only
complaint is that there isn’t
more music. Still, it’s barely a
criticism to say “we need more
of your sweet musical nectar,
Foxygen.”
— Logan Pollon

Chiddy
Bang
Breakfast
Virgin Records
Score: D-

Chiddy Bang seems to have
a pretty big following in the
United States, and I’m unsure
why. The album art — at first
glance — is repulsive. The
photo on the back sleeve is
poorly-lit, making “Chiddy”
look very dark, and “Xaphoon
Jones” looks extra white. Like
a white kid gangster from
Shawnessy who drives his
mom’s ’98 Honda Accord white.
Is that what they were going
for? I feel like I’m listening to
music that YTV is going to edit
so there can be kid-friendly
versions to sell to 8-year-

olds with moms who regard
themselves as cool.
The music has a very latenineties feel to it. It’s bad and
they should feel bad. It’s pop-y,
sugar-coated and reminds
me of drinking one too many
Slurpees in my teenage years
— great for the first sip, but
unavoidable regret once you
get halfway through. By the
end, the album Slurpee is so
watered-down you just give up
and throw it out.
— Samara Hawkins

Ben Harper
By My Side
Virgin Records
Score: A

Sometimes when you write
an album review, you want to
hate it before you even listen
to it. That’s how I felt about
Ben Harper’s 2012 new album.
To my surprise, I just couldn’t
bring myself to not like this
wonderfully put together
album that veers away from
Harper’s usual angst-filled
wails. Expecting the usual
teenage love-lost cry fits, I
instead was treated to a positive
look on life that led me to
uncorking a bottle of wine and

lying on the floor.
“Diamonds on the Inside” is a
beautiful track that perfectly
lays out what it is like to love
someone while the title track
“By My Side” — while targeted
for vanilla music fans — is an
excellent lead-in to this brilliant
album. Each track is layered
with subtly wonderful sound
that left me wishing I had the
vinyl track rather then the
clunky, dated technology of the
compact disc.
— Todd Colin Vaughan
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Mental Distractions
Crossword

Sudoku

Puzzle 1 (Easy, difficulty rating 0.32)

Easy
5

1
4

2
7

2

3

5

9

9

9

5

1

5

3

6
8

4

1
6

1
8

7
6

2

9

3

6

3

7

Puzzle 1 (Medium, difficulty rating 0.50)

Medium
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35. Hockey score
36. Polish language
38. Corporate V.I.P.
40. Favorite
44. Boxer Ali’s original name
45. Not straight
47. Detest
48. Yalie
49. “___ kleine Nachtmusik”
50. Wilson of “Wedding
Crashers”
51. Checkers color
52. Math groups

ACROSS
1. Attraction
5. Call for help
8. “The War of the Worlds”
base
12. Flu source
13. Colonnade tree
14. Radiate
15. Stop on the way
17. Goes brown
18. Volunteer
20. Court matter
21. Story
22. Kind of sax
25. Singer Shannon
26. Capote nickname
29. Eventually
33. Under the weather
34. Informer

31. Snake in the grass
32. Torments
37. Senior member
38. Boy with a bow
39. Nav. rank
40. Imperfection
41. Film part
42. Falco of “The Sopranos”
43. Cost of living?
44. “I’m The One That I Want”
performer Margaret
46. ___ Moines, Iowa

4. Not right now
5. Feudal workers
6. Butter substitute
7. More stylish
8. Nickel, e.g.
9. Alabama Slammer ingredient
10. Zest
11. Thoroughfares (abbr.)
16. “Tarzan” extra
19. It’s great in China
22. Faulkner’s “___ Lay Dying”
23. Chat room abbr.
24. Bear
25. Part of an E-mail address
27. Stephen of “Michael
Collins”
28. Web browser entry
30. “___ Brockovich”

DOWN
1. Average
2. Exploits
3. Catalog

8
5

4

9

3

9

8

1

6

8

3

5
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2
9

9

6
3
4

7

2

5

4

3

9

3

8

7
1

2

Puzzle 1 (Hard, difficulty rating 0.63)

Hard
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Word Search
Spring
E
B
K
F
H
I
X
R
Y
N
N
U
B
S
H
S
S
J
F
P
D
W
C
S
P

X
S
Z
B
R
J
Q
U
X
U
L
O
R
J
H
I
S
R
L
R
X
V
G
P
Z

F
G
F
F
R
H
V
Z
B
D
F
E
W
N
F
F
D
A
G
H
X
G
A
R
V

APRIL
BLOOM
BLOSSOM
BREEZE
BUD
BULBS
BUNNY
BUTTERFLY

F
N
T
N
Z
E
W
V
Y
J
W
W
F
H
Y
C
N
I
R
V
E
J
C
O
U

A
I
Y
H
B
B
E
B
A
O
M
C
T
A
D
P
O
L
E
G
T
A
W
U
X

D
M
K
G
B
Z
U
Z
L
M
S
C
H
O
C
D
D
L
O
O
T
Y
S
T
Q

Z
R
U
E
M
L
X
F
E
G
P
A
P
I
Y
O
G
U
P
I
C
J
V
O
V

X
A
C
B
B
K
T
Q
Z
M
G
K
S
S
C
O
O
W
N
X
Y
Z
R
Y
U

CHICK
DAFFODIL
EASTER
EGGS
FLOWERS
GRASS
GREEN
GROW

C
W
Y
S
E
L
D
D
U
P
Q
A
W
G
B
K
L
T
J
J
A
P
T
U
P

V
L
T
G
P
C
T
N
R
P
L
T
Q
T
Q
S
Z
T
R
L
F
U
V
C
I

X
J
I
G
N
R
W
A
E
C
C
B
U
T
T
E
R
F
L
Y
G
W
F
Y
L

B
K
B
J
W
I
I
O
W
N
W
K
R
R
A
Q
V
E
V
W
N
A
K
E
U

J
M
B
W
U
N
N
N
A
D
M
G
X
M
L
K
R
H
U
V
I
N
E
S
T

HATCH
LIFE CYCLE
NEST
PUDDLES
RABBIT
RAIN
RAINBOW
RAINCOAT

S
S
A
B
O
J
S
A
G
X
I
W
R
I
M
B
S
L
Y
M
R
S
L
V
S

R
N
R
L
N
B
U
I
E
B
A
B
F
Q
M
K
T
H
W
W
P
R
S
N
S

U
E
Z
O
T
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N
U
I
L
R
E
L
U
X
A
U
P
O
L
S
K
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W
G

Z
E
E
O
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A
S
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A
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P
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W
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E
M

U
R
T
M
S
F
H
Z
A
Y
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H
L
E
Y
M
O
N
L
I
V
S
I
D
I
Q
A
O
T
N
T
L
R
S
H
R

SHOWERS
SPRING BREAK
SPRING CLEANING
SPROUT
SUNSHINE
TADPOLE
TULIP
UMBRELLA

I
I
X
I
Z
D
E
H
C
B
A
C
H
R
R
H
N
M
P
I
L
O
Z
E
E

A
R
C
G
S
I
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O
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K
P
H
J
B
L
J
S
B
T
T
L
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S
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S
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B
F
M

WARMING
WEATHER
WINDY
WORMS

T
A
W
B
S
W
I
N
D
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A
U
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O
G
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O
U
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I
A
Y
U
R
C

M
W
X
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E
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9

3
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6

9

2
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1
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9

1
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8

4

9

6

2
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Bringing back ’93
What to expect from the Blue Jays this season

Bobby Jones
Staff Writer
Has the time come for the Toronto
Blue Jays to finally meet the expectations of their fans and step
out of mediocrity?
They may be considered the
Major League Baseball winners
of the offseason for their drastic
restructuring by analysts, but being the best on paper doesn’t mean
squat until they yield significant
on-the-field results.
After 20 years of missing the
postseason, it is expected that this
year’s Jays squad will make a drive
for the pennant, and possibly even
win the World Series.
There have been some significant additions to the roster which

could make all the difference in
the upcoming season.
Blue Jays general manager Alex
Anthopoulos has added three
gifted starting pitchers who have
yielded success already in the
2013 pre-season.

Pitching and fielding

R.A. Dickey, Josh Johnson and
Mark Buehrle are a starting pitching line-up to be reckoned with.
In the field they have starting
shortstop Jose Reyes, two-headed
second basemen Maicer Izturis
and Emilio Bonifacio, and Jose
Cabrera anchoring the leftfield, all of who exemplify
the Jays’ depth.
The closing pitching role
is a concern with last year’s

breakout star Casey Janssen facing
injury. He has yet to face live hitters this preseason, and his backup
Sergio Santos is being rested after
straining his tricep muscle.
The wildcard this year is last
year’s major disappointment.
Starting pitcher Ricky Romero
may be a pleasant surprise this
season. The reality-check from last
year could be the spark he needed,
as he knows now that things won’t
be handed to him.
Look for the Jays’ fifth starter to
have a solid year. Anthony Gose
is the one Major-League-ready
prospect you could see very soon
in Toronto. He has looked excellent in training camp and could be
called up early if last years hope,
Colby Rasmus, continues to disappoint.

Gose has great speed and ball
contact ability, and is considered
Toronto’s center fielder of the future.
The rest of the bullpen is solid
with the presence of Esmil Rogers,
Steve Delabar, Darren Oliver, Brett
Cecil and Aaron Loup.

Sluggers

With such a successful home-run
smashing campaign last year,
Edwin Encarnacion may have difficulty meeting the expectations
he set for himself last season.
Jays fans should not bank on another 42 home-run season. More
likely the slugger will regress a
bit, but 30 home runs should be
expected and doable.
Jose Bautista is expected to re-

turn from injury and return to his
usual heavy-hitting ways.

Expectations

The Jays offseason managed to
thrill fans who had long since have
gave up on Canada’s only remaining MLB team.
Anthopolous’ may have not only
saved the Jays, but perhaps also
professional baseball in Canada.
The onus is now on the players to
live up these massive expectations
and not fizzle out in July/August,
like they have in so many seasons
past.
Every Jays’ fan remembers Joe
Carter’s famous home-run in 1993
to bring home the World Series.
Hopefully, this year’s squad can
bring in the same kind of thrill.

Jose Bautista will hopefully
continue to live up to his
Twitter handle, @joeybats.
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Edwin Encarnacion looks to
prove his doubters wrong and
reach the 40 home-run club for
the second straight year.

R.A. Dickey could be the
starting ace Jays fans have
been praying for.
Photo courtesy: flickr.com/paul.hadsall

Photo courtesy: flickr.com/Keith Allison
Illustration: Vern McGill

Alex Anthopoulos is hoping his
off-season mastery leads to
post-season results in the
hard-luck Toronto sports culture.
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Pro Bowl problems and
touchdown tantrums
NFL needs to tweak
all-star format
BAJ Visser
Staff Writer
Let’s be honest — how many of
you reading this article watched
the National Football League’s
Pro Bowl?
And how many of you enjoyed
it?
With a total viewership of over
10.6 million for its 2013 edition,
the Pro Bowl does draw in a
larger viewership than the MLB,
NBA, NHL or MLS all-star games.
However, that hasn’t stopped
many commentators from discussing radical changes to this

“meaningless” game’s format —
or even getting rid of it entirely.
Even commissioner Roger
Goodell has jumped on the bandwagon, openly musing about
cancelling the Pro Bowl due to
lack of effort by the players.
“Football as a sport doesn’t
really align itself well with the
all-star game experience, due
to the physicality of it, and the
potential for players to get hurt
and lose salary,” said David Legg,
a professor in the department of
physical education and recreation at Mount Royal University.
Furthermore, Legg noted that
the Pro Bowl takes place at the
end of the season, when most

players are already “beat up and
tired,” and even if they wanted
to, they might not be able to give
the game their all.
Compare that to the other
major leagues, which offer their
games at the midpoint of the
season.
“It’s a chance for other players
to take a bit of a break, time for
the teams to reflect on the story
lines of the season and prepare
for the second half, and it’s an
opportunity to celebrate the season,” Legg said.
However, let’s not throw the
baby out with the bathwater. If
all the other major leagues in
North America have an all-star

game, why can’t football? What
can turn the Pro Bowl into this
“celebration” that the other
leagues have?
Let’s set aside MLS right away
— while the up-and-coming
soccer league has a rather wellreceived all-star game that puts
North America’s best up against
powerhouses like Chelsea F.C.
and Manchester United, the closest the NFL can get is to play the
Grey Cup champions. Based on
previous attempts at CFL-NFL
games, it’s likely that this will
not end well at all.
With that in mind, let’s take
a look at what the other three
leagues do right.
The first thing that comes to
mind is their travelling nature —
Legg calls this a “travelling circus
experience,” allowing a new city
every year to become the focal
point of the league’s attention.
“The game itself becomes almost superfluous, only a small
part of the entire celebration,”
Legg said.
Moving from stadium to stadi-

um every year might help create
some buzz, but what about the
events everyone turns in to see
during these all-star games, the
NHL skills competition, MLB’s
Home Run Derby, and the NBA’s
Slam Dunk Contest?
When Legg was in Ottawa for
the 2011 NHL All-Star game, he
noticed that it was the skills competition, not the game itself, that
got the city and the fans buzzing.
The NHL completely re-jiggered their all-star game for the
2011 event in Raleigh, giving
fans a chance to pick who they
sent to the game and letting us
finally see the Sedin twins play
against each other.
It’s been received as a brilliant
success by many in the sporting
world, so it goes to show that
stale competitions can be made
great again.
It’s now time to see if the NFL
can do the same to its vaunted
Hawaiian fete.

Football as
a sport doesn’t
align itself well
with the
all-star game
experience
due to the
physicality of it
and the potential
for players to
get hurt
and lose salary.

Photo courtesy: Wikimedia Commons

Danger

zone
NASCAR and Canada,
what’s the problem?

Bobby Danger Jones
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy: flickr.com/Roger Smith

A typical NASCAR fan may not be exactly an artifact of
Canadiana.

On a cold February day, in the
midst of a seasonal dump of
snow — watching the city traffic
grind to a halt and drivers crash
into each other — the last thing
we Canadians think is, “Hey, let’s
watch some pumped-up cars rip
around a sun-baked track somewhere hot.”
Maybe that’s why Canadians

have little interest in the sport.
We need winter tires for months
on end.
We enjoy sports that exemplify the environment we live in.
Not only is hockey our national
passtime, we can identify with it
when we’re wearing multiple layers and cursing a late bus.
Fort Erie recently got the goahead to build a track that would
be NASCAR ready, but Niagara
Falls tourism has suffered from
the implementation of our two
nations mandatory passport
policies.
Americans visiting for one
day in Canada for leisure has
dropped by almost 70 per cent
and NASCAR has already given
priority to the races in Michigan
that draw 65,000.
Drawing that type of interest
outside of major metropolitan areas will be difficult, considering
Canada already has professional
golf, baseball and CFL football
during NASCAR’s main season.
Even attempting to Google

NASCAR and Canada, the only
significant result was the story I
explained before.
So — in light of this — I
thought, what does a NASCAR
fan look and act like. After a
quick search I realized that
these fans currently don’t have
a Canadian vibe as some of the
photos suggested.
We love beer and sports but I
NASCAR seems to be more an
American southern festival than
an actual athletic sporting event.
Maybe that’s harsh on drivers,
but sports should involve human
competition and racing sports
seem to be a different category
of sport — like professional wrestling or competitive poker.
There is definitely skill involved in racing but for a typical Canadian — who craves the
speed, skill and hard hitting of
hockey — it seems to lack appeal.
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No baseball
for MRU

Couldn’t add a sport if
I wanted to, coach says

Becca Paterson
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy: flickr.com/lambdachialpha

Until MRU is a full
member of CIS,
there will be
no balls, strikes
or dingers for
prospective
sluggers.

Making the cut for the varsity
sports team in university is a
popular goal among athletic students.
Many Mount Royal University
students, however, have to look
outside our athletic programs to
compete, including several MRU
students who play baseball for
the University of Calgary Dinos.
There are several possible reasons why a sport may not currently be a part of Mount Royal’s
varsity program.
Several sports were lost, such
as the badminton program, when
MRU moved from the ACAC to
the CIS. The university level of
sport doesn’t support badminton.
More than likely — as the wellknown budget crunch at MRU
may suggest — it comes down to
funding.

“It’s difficult to add on a sport
if it’s not fully funded properly,”
said Karla Karch, athletic director
at MRU. In short, the money isn’t
there for a baseball team.
Even our cross-town rivals
Dinos who have several MRU students on the team, have trouble
keeping their baseball program
running.
“We don’t travel much,” said
Dakota Upton, a first-year MRU
student on the Dinos. “Every other team has already played 15 to
20 games, but we just don’t have
the money.”
According to Karch, the university is currently not allowed to
add any varsity programs under
the conditions of the probationary period as new members of
the CIS.
“Our actual application was
accepted, and we’ve been a probationary member for two years.
We have one more year as a probationary member,” explains

samru.ca

Karch. “I cannot add a sport at
this time, even if we wanted.
“About 14 months from now,
we’ll be voted on as to whether
we are a full member, they continue our probationary membership, or they deny our membership.”
Karch went on to explain that it
isn’t a matter of what the CIS can
to help out MRU, but what MRU
can do for the CIS. In short, if the
Cougars succeed and compete,
that will open the door for other
new athletic opportunities.
If Mount Royal does add new
sport programs in the future,
“we’re going to do it right,” Karch
said. But there is little likelihood
of that happening in the foreseeable future.
Until then, students are encouraged by Karch to look into
the club teams offered through
Mount Royal Recreation.
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5th ANNUAL

LCB

BREAKTHROUGH
GROUP OF THE YEAR

LAST CLASS BASH

Hey Ocean!

April 12th

Wyckham House

Doors:
9:00 p.m.

The Funk Hunters

$15

in advance, $20 at the door
Tickets available at Copywrite

18+ Picture ID required - Don't drink and drive

loveheyocean.com

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

Your Students’ Association:
samruBuzz
Bringing
you the ultimate student experience

thefunkhunters.com

samruBuzz
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